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Review by Gena Hymowech

Set in a small, traditional Greek town, the thriller "Blackmail Boy"
tells the story of a
married land
redevelopment official
whose homosexual
affair may soon be
revealed by a
blackmailer. The
official, Yiorgos, played
by Akilas Karzisis,
eventually manages to
shut the man up with
some money, but
another unknown
witness knows about
the relationship too.
When she tells all,
Yiorgos winds up
paying a huge price for
his actions.

The characters in
"Blackmail Boy" are
multi-layered. Yiorgos's
lover, Christos, played
by Yannis Tsimitselis, is not getting the kind of love he needs
from his mother, Magda, played by Nena Menti, so he searches
for it in casual sex. Though he desperately wants love, he's
convinced he'll never find it because his mother and so many
other people have disappointed him through the years. This
expectation is also why he thinks nothing of stabbing them in the
back.

We want to hate Magda for not giving enough love to her son (or
her daughter, Yiota), but when she says she believes her husband
mentally checked out on her on purpose, we can't help but
understand some of her actions.

Christos's sister, Yiota, played by Jeannie papadopoulou, annoys
everyone she comes in contact with, but like Christos, she is
dealing with the fact that her mother doesn't love her enough. We
also see different sides to Yiota when we learn she has survivor,s
guilt, and when she realizes her husband doesn't love her
anymore,

And then there's Yiorgos. He's a villain for cheating on his wife,
but we can see he's not all bad. He actually loves his wife very
much, but he's in a very difficult place. He cannot deny his sexual
desires, nor can he risk having them known.

"Blackmail Boy" has been criticized for being too shocking, too
unrealistic, and for not being the sexy gay romance nor the
wicked black comedy it has been marketed as. While I agree that
there are a few too many moments in this film where we're
expected to suspend disbelief-for example, when a sweet-looking
grandmother hides a murder weapon-most of the film's scenes
ring true. Though the movie fails as a black comedy, and as an
erotic aay love story, it still succeeds as an emotional drama.
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